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”
We w
welcome thhe opportun
nity to comm
ment on th
he IASB’s exposure
e
dr
draft dealing
g with
“Clarrification off Acceptablee Methods oof Depreciation and Am
mortisation”” (the ED).
We aagree with the
t IASB’ss intention to clarify the
t circumsstances in w
which a rev
venuebasedd depreciation or amorrtisation meethod may be
b appropriiate. We noote that whiile the
IASB
B intends too prohibit revenue-bas
r
sed depreciaation or am
mortisation m
methods in
n most
circum
mstances, we
w also agreee with its sstatement in
n the Basis for Concluusions that such
s
a
methood may be a reasonab
ble proxy foor a units of
o productio
on method iin certain liimited
circum
mstances annd would th
herefore be an approprriate method
d, if not thee best meth
hod, in
those cases.
The pproposed woording of paaragraphs IA
AS 16.62A and IAS 38
8.98A woulld prohibit such
s
a
methood. If it is indeed
i
the Board’s
B
inteention to permit the usee of the reveenue-based proxy
in cerrtain limiteed circumstances – annd we think
k this shoulld be permi
mitted – then
n it is
necesssary to makke this clearr by bringinng forward into these paragraphs
p
tthe relevantt parts
of BC
C3-BC5 of the
t ED.
In adddition to thhese principal commennts, we prov
vide responsses to the ddetailed queestions
of thee invitation for commen
nt in the apppendix.
Shoulld you wissh to have any suppleementary co
omment or explanatioon, please do
d not
hesitaate to contacct us.

Appendix to our letter on IASB ED “Clarification of Acceptable
Methods of Depreciation and Amortisation”
Answers to the specific questions raised in the invitation for comments

Question 1 — The IASB proposes to amend IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment and
IAS 38 Intangible Assets to prohibit a depreciation or amortisation method that uses
revenue generated from an activity that includes the use of an asset. This is because it
reflects a pattern of future economic benefits being generated from the asset, rather
than reflecting the expected pattern of consumption of the future economic benefits
embodied in the asset. Do you agree? Why or why not?
The principle established in IAS 16 and 38 for the selection of an appropriate
depreciation method is that it “shall reflect the pattern in which the asset's future
economic benefits are expected to be consumed by the entity”. Whilst we agree that,
as a general rule, a depreciation or amortisation method that uses revenue generated
by the use of an asset as its basis is not consistent with this principle, we also agree
with the Basis for Conclusions of the ED that there are certain circumstances in which
a revenue-based method could be used as a reliable proxy for the units of production
method.
Where physical consumption of an asset or the volume of “production” is not readily
observable but there is, in the management’s opinion, a revenue-based proxy which
best reflects the pattern of consumption of the economic benefits of the asset, such a
method should be permitted. It is, of course, a necessary prerequisite that the
assumptions and estimates used for such a method be reasonable and robust.
Paragraphs BC3-BC5 appear to indicate that the IASB believes that the use of a
revenue-based method as a proxy for a units-of-production method would be
reasonable in certain limited circumstances. However, the proposed drafting of the
relevant paragraphs IAS 16.62A and IAS 38.98A clearly prohibits the use of such a
proxy. The body of the standard will always over-ride the discussion in the Basis for
Conclusions, making this reasonable proxy unavailable to preparers. We therefore
think that the relevant elements of paragraphs BC3-BC5, and any other relevant
guidance the Board deems appropriate, should be incorporated into the body of the
standard in order to make this clear. If the Board were to believe that this might
make it appear that the proxy was more widely available than intended, then an
alternative might be to include further, more specific, guidance limiting its use in an
Application Guidance section instead.
Finally, we think it would be helpful not to require that such a proxy be allowed only
when it “gives the same result”, as this would be inherently difficult and onerous to
demonstrate. We would see wording similar to that of paragraph 6 of the 2011
Revenue Recognition ED as being a more suitable model: “if the entity reasonably
expects that the result of doing so would not differ materially from the result of
applying [paragraph xx] of this IFRS”.
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Question 2 – Do you have any other comments on the proposals?
We agree that it is helpful to standardise the term “units-of-production” method of
depreciation throughout the body of IFRS.
The proposed drafting of the final sentence in paragraph 62A of IAS 16 and
paragraph 98A of IAS 38 is tortuous. It would be clearer if it were drafted as follows:
“Paragraph 60 / 97 establishes the principle that the amortisation of the asset must
be based on the consumption of the benefits that were inherent in the asset when it
was acquired as the principle for depreciation. Furthermore, we think that the clause
referring to “the benefits that were inherent in the asset when it was acquired” is in
contradiction to the requirement of paragraphs 51 and 61 of IAS 16 which require
that residual values, useful lives and depreciation methods be reviewed at each yearend and changed if necessary. IAS 38 has similar requirements. On balance, we
think this sentence is unnecessary and confusing, and the best solution may be to
eliminate it from the final draft.
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